Abstract. Stochastic local search (SLS) methods are well known for their ability to find models of randomly generated instances of the propositional satisfiability problem (SAT) very effectively. Two well-known SLS-based SAT solvers are SPARROW, one of the best-performing solvers for random 3-SAT instances, and VE-SAMPLER, which achieved significant performance improvements over previous SLS solvers on SAT-encoded software verification problems. Here, we introduce a new highly parametric algorithm, CAPTAIN JACK, which extends the parameter space of SPARROW to incorporate elements from VE-SAMPLER and introduces new variable selection heuristics. CAPTAIN JACK has a rich design space and can be configured automatically to perform well on various types of SAT instances. We demonstrate that the design space of CAPTAIN JACK is easy to interpret and thus facilitates valuable insight into the configurations automatically optimized for different instance sets. We provide evidence that CAPTAIN JACK can outperform well-known SLS-based SAT solvers on uniform random k-SAT and 'industrial-like' random instances.
Introduction
The propositional satisfiability problem (SAT) is one of the most prominent problems in computer science, not only because it is a prototypical N P-complete problem, but also because of its simplicity, expressiveness and practical relevance. Problem instances from domains such as software verification can be easily encoded into SAT, and there is much interest in developing SAT solvers that can solve these practical problems effectively. There is also much interest in random instances; they have been frequently studied and are underlying one of the three categories in the SAT competition.
Two popular approaches for solving SAT are conflict driven clause learning (CDCL) and stochastic local search (SLS), and in this work we focus on the latter. SLS solvers are usually incomplete, i.e., they cannot determine with certainty that a given propositional formula is unsatisfiable. SLS algorithms for SAT typically start by randomly assigning to every variable appearing in a given formula a value of either true or false. Then, in each subsequent search step a variable is selected to have its truth assignment flipped from true to false or vice versa.
Because SLS is the most effective approach for solving random satisfiable instances, there has been much interest in studying the performance of SLS-based solvers on random instances from the so-called uniform random k-SAT distribution [6] , especially 3-SAT instances at, or near, the solubility phase transition, where there is an equal probability of generating a satisfiable or unsatisfiable instance [12] . One of the best known SLS solvers for large random 3-SAT instances near the phase transition is SPAR-ROW [3] , which replaced the variable selection heuristic in GNOVELTY + [13] with a probabilistic distribution-based mechanism. We will describe SPARROW in Section 2.1.
While SLS is currently not competitive with CDCL on large satisfiable industrial instances, there has been some recent success in closing the gap. The VE-SAMPLER algorithm [18] was able to achieve a significant improvement in this area by solving the CBMC software verification benchmark instances over ten times faster than the previous best known SLS algorithm SATENSTEIN-LS [10] . In Section 2.2, we will describe some of the specifics of VE-SAMPLER.
SATENSTEIN-LS and VE-SAMPLER are examples of highly parametric algorithms that are designed to be automatically configured, using an automated algorithm configurator that takes as inputs an algorithm, its configuration space and an instance set and then attempts to find the best-performing configuration of the algorithm on the given instance set. Following this approach, which is a prominent special case of computeraided algorithm design [7] , the traditional role of an algorithm designer is redefined to be more focused on constructing rich and interesting spaces of algorithms.
It is well established that SAT instances drawn from different sources and distributions have different characteristics, and the efficacy of a solver on an instance often depends on those characteristics. Portfolio-based approaches, such as SATZILLA [19] , exploit this phenomenon by selecting one or more solvers to be used for solving a given instance based on characteristics of that instance. One of our goals in this work was to create a highly parametric algorithm that can help explore the algorithmic differences (or similarities) between configurations that achieve good results on different types of instances (e.g., random vs application or random 3-SAT vs 7-SAT). To achieve this goal, our algorithm should have a parameter space that is not only easy to understand, but also contains configurations that achieve good performance on a wide variety of instance types; without good performance, the resulting configurations are not very meaningful, and without intuitively understandable configurations, it is difficult to draw conclusions from automatically optimized configurations. In Section 4, we introduce CAPTAIN JACK, a new, highly parametric algorithm that attempts to strike a balance between these two objectives. It was named for the fictional pirate Captain Jack Sparrow, because it incorporates elements from SPARROW, as well as because it can achieve good performance on a wide variety of instances, and is hence a jack-of-all-trades.
In Section 6, we present evidence that CAPTAIN JACK does achieve good performance on nine different instance sets, and is now the best known SLS-based SAT algorithm for large random 3-SAT instances and a class of recently proposed 'industriallike' instances [1] . Moreover, we show how the resulting configurations found by CAP-TAIN JACK provide interesting insight into the configurations found for each of the instance sets; for example, we found evidence that the CAPTAIN JACK configuration optimized for the previously mentioned industrial-like instances exhibits characteristics consistent with those obtained for some practical software verification instances.
Additional information and experimental data, including source code and instance sets, can be found at www.cs.ubc.ca/research/captain-jack.
Background
Throughout this work, we use the approach for modeling and representing SLS algorithms introduced by Tompkins and Hoos [18] , according to which each search step involves three heuristic stages. First, the variables are filtered so that only a subset of variables are considered as flip candidates. Next, the candidates are evaluated according to one or more variable expressions (VEs), where each VE is a mathematical expression that can include properties of the variables. Finally, once the VEs have been evaluated, a variable selection mechanism (VSM) is employed to select the variable to be flipped. A controller determines for each search step which filter, VEs and VSM are used.
Some variable properties are defined via a VE that contains other properties, such as score, which is equivalent to the VE make − break , where the properties make and break measure the number of clauses that would become satisfied and unsatisfied, respectively, if the variable were to be flipped. The value of a property can depend on the specific context in which the variable is selected and additional state information of the algorithm. For example, algorithms with dynamic clause penalties, such as PAWS [15] and GNOVELTY + [13] , use a penalized property penScore, whose value depends on the full variable assignment and on the clause penalties (weights).
Variable properties can be loosely classified as either greedy properties, which tend to increase the number of satisfied clauses during search, such as make and break , or diversification properties, which tend to better explore the search space and avoid local minima, such as age and flips. The age property is defined as the number of search steps that have occurred since the given variable was last flipped. The flips property (a.k.a. flipcount) measures how many times a variable has been flipped. In Section 4, we will describe several new greedy and diversification properties.
SPARROW
The SPARROW algorithm [3] , named after the city of Ulm's mascot, is based on the GNOVELTY + algorithm [13] . GNOVELTY + combines a clause penalty-based scheme similar to PAWS [15] . 1 The definition and notation we use differs slightly from the published version of SPARROW [3] , but accurately reflects the source code implementation.
SPARROW uses a distribution-based VSM, where each variable is selected proportionally to the VE sparrowScore · sparrowAge . When we use a similar approach to select an element from a set where the elements are assigned fixed weights, we will refer to it as weighted selection.
The full parameter space for SPARROW includes the three constants mentioned above and the smoothing probability (ps) inherited from GNOVELTY + . Balint and Fröhlich proposed (c b , c d , c e , ps) := (2, 4, 10 5 , 0.347) as a good configuration for large 3-SAT instances, which was found by manual tuning on selected 3-SAT competition benchmark instances [3] .
VE-SAMPLER and PARAMILS
VE-SAMPLER [18] was developed to demonstrate the power of using new and innovative variable properties and VEs in SLS algorithms. It was inspired by the VW2 algorithm [14] , which was observed to be very effective on the CBMC software verification instances with the VE break + c · flips . Based on the WALKSAT architecture, VE-SAMPLER uses the selection of an unsatisfied clause as a filter. In each search step, a controller selects one of six VEs using weighted selection; one of these VEs corresponds to a (freebie) random walk step, and the remaining five are all of the general form:
where p indicates a property p that is normalized to values between zero and one, and clw(s, m, l) is a simple mechanism that selects between three coefficients (s, m, l) depending on whether the clause length is respectively less than, equal to, or greater than three. Each VE uses one greedy property (chosen from a set of five) and one diversification property (chosen from a set of thirteen), except for one VE that uses two greedy properties (see [18] for details). VE-SAMPLER uses maximum VSM, where the variable with the maximum evaluated VE is selected. At the time of this writing, VE-SAMPLER is the fastest SLS-based SAT solver on the CBMC and SWV software verification instances [18] ; it has subsequently been shown to have good performance on random 3-SAT instances [16] , although on these, it does not reach the performance of SPARROW or SATENSTEIN-LS. The configuration space of VE-SAMPLER is enormous, with over 10 50 unique configurations. The configurator used on VE-SAMPLER was PARAMILS [9, 8] , an SLSbased procedure that searches the configuration space of a given algorithm. The primary inputs to PARAMILS are a target solver (binary), a set of target (training) instances, a solver cutoff time, an evaluation function and a configuration file that specifies the configuration space (each solver parameter along with a set of possible values). The evaluation function used was the penalized average runtime (PAR-10), where instances not solved within the cutoff are counted as ten times the given cutoff time. The primary output of PARAMILS is the best configuration of the target algorithm that PARAMILS found by the search process, i.e., the configuration that achieves the best PAR-10 performance on the instances in the given set.
To ensure that the results from PARAMILS generalize to instances other than those used during the optimization process, we use a set of test instances to report final results that is disjoint from the training set used when running PARAMILS.
Design Considerations underlying CAPTAIN JACK
Many SLS for SAT algorithms switch between greedy (intensification) steps and diversification steps, or use diversification properties as tie-breakers in greedy steps. SPAR-ROW and VE-SAMPLER have mixed steps that combine a greedy and a diversification property in a VE; the likelihood of a variable being selected can be dominated by the greedy property, the diversification property or neither of them. CAPTAIN JACK allows for all three types of steps (greedy, diversification and mixed), and we introduce parameters to control the balance between the three. Mixed steps are rarely used in SLS algorithms for SAT, and we were interested in observing the proportion of mixed steps PARAMILS would select, and how that proportion would depend on the target instance set. We were also curious whether PARAMILS would select a distribution-based VSM as in SPARROW or a maximum VSM as in VE-SAMPLER; therefore, CAPTAIN JACK supports both types of VSMs.
One of the objectives of our earlier work had been to encourage the use of more diverse variable properties [18] ; this was achieved in VE-SAMPLER by means of categorical parameters that select properties from a given set. One problem with this approach is that a configuration only has a few selected properties, which may include duplicates, and it is hard to assess the viability of each individual property. To help avoid this problem in CAPTAIN JACK, each property has a parameterized weight that controls how frequently it is selected. This makes it easier to assess which properties are important for a given instance set. It also renders CAPTAIN JACK an excellent framework for introducing and testing new variable properties; after these are added to the configuration space, the automated configurator can gradually introduce them into configurations by means of modifying their weights relative to other properties.
One significant departure in CAPTAIN JACK from SPARROW is the absence of penalized clause weights. In preliminary experiments, we observed that with penalized clauses the proportion of (greedy) promising steps was significantly higher, reducing the impact of the core CAPTAIN JACK components we were interested in exploring. In addition, we found the penalized promising variable mechanism as implemented in GNOVELTY + (and, hence, SPARROW) problematic and memory intensive for large instances.
Finally, when designing a highly parametric algorithm with the aim of configuring it automatically, it is important to understand the limitations of the automatic algorithm configurators currently available. The state-of-the-art configurator PARAMILS, which we used in this work, tends to have difficulties with configuration spaces like that of VE-SAMPLER, characterized by many categorical parameters (e.g., property selection) and complex interaction between parameters (e.g., the normalization and non-linear transformation for each property). The same holds for all other configurators we are currently aware of. To render CAPTAIN JACK more easily configurable, we decided to use very few categorical parameters, no conditional parameter dependencies and smoother interactions between parameters (as introduced by the previously mentioned property weights).
Captain Jack
In each search step of CAPTAIN JACK, the controller makes four core algorithmic decisions that determine the behaviour of the solver:
1. if promising steps are enabled and promising variables exist, select one; otherwise, 2. determine if a greedy, diversification or mixed step will occur; 3. select the greedy and/or diversification properties to use; and 4. determine the VSM (maximum or distribution-based) to be used and select the variable accordingly.
First, if promising variables exist, a straightforward G 2 WSAT greedy search step [11] is taken, in which the promising variable with the best score is selected, breaking ties by the age property; this step is skipped if promising variables are turned off, which is one of the many configurable parameters. If no promising variables exist, an unsatisfied clause is selected at random (i.e., the same filter as in WALKSAT is used).
The second decision in CAPTAIN JACK is which type of step to take: a greedy step, a diversification step or a mixed step. Each type of step has a parameterized weight, and the type of step is determined by weighted selection. For instances with variable clause lengths, the weights also depend on the length of the selected clause. CAPTAIN JACK uses a clause length range classification similar to VE-SAMPLER, where each clause falls into one of the following four ranges: {≤ 2, 3, 4 . . . 9, ≥ 10}; thus, for instances with variable clause lengths, there are 12 weights that determine the step type.
The next decision is to select the greedy and/or diversification properties. There are 9 greedy and 17 diversification properties, as described in Table 1 . Each property is assigned a parameterized weight and is selected by weighted selection. For greedy and diversification steps, only one property is selected, while for mixed steps one greedy and one diversification property is selected, and the product of those two is computed.
The final decision in CAPTAIN JACK is whether to use a distribution-based VSM or a maximum VSM. The probability of using a maximum VSM is a parameterized value that is determined by the clause size and the type of the search step, resulting in 12 total probabilities for instances with variable clause lengths. Table 1 gives an overview of the variable properties used in CAPTAIN JACK. As in VE-SAMPLER, when using interchangeable properties, special care must be taken to adjust the values of the score properties that can have negative values, and the break and flips properties, where large property values indicate undesirable choices. In CAPTAIN JACK, we opted for simplicity over potentially more effective normalizations and used very straightforward adjustments. For example, a constant is added to the score property values so the minimal candidate variable score is one (see website for more details).
In addition to the five greedy properties used in VE-SAMPLER, we introduced four new greedy properties (see upper part of Table 1 ). The sparrowScore property assigns a constant value of one to non-promising variables with a positive score; sparrowScore 2 replaces this constant with a new parameter (c s ). The scoreRatio has two obvious forms, and we added a separate Boolean parameter (b s ) to determine which of the two ratios should be used. relMake and relBreak were already used in VE-SAMPLER, as the relative number of clauses affected, normalized by the number of occurrences of the variable (numOcc and numOcc' are the number of clauses the variable currently appears in as false and true, respectively). The properties relScore and relScoreRatio are defined similarly. Furthermore, we introduced ten new diversification properties (see lower part of Table 1 ). Whenever a clause is selected and the fair property is selected, the 'next' variable in the clause is assigned a property value of one, and all others are zero; this is implemented by maintaining a counter for each clause and simply selecting the next variable in sequence. The last property is zero for the variable that was flipped at the most recent time the same clause was selected, regardless of the property based on which that previous selection was made. In VE-SAMPLER, the age' property was used to keep track of the number of steps since the flip prior to the most recent flip. Here, we call this property age 1 and generalize it to the age k family of properties. In CAPTAIN JACK we wanted to explore larger values of k and added the age 5 property. The ageRange property uses a divisor parameter (c r ) and a floor function to achieve a coarser evaluation of age. In VE-SAMPLER, the filtCount property was used to maintain how often a variable appears in the filtered variables (i.e., the selected clause). The flops property is very similar, but is instead only incremented when the variable appears in the selected clause and is not flipped. The normFlops property is related to flops, but is incremented by (1/clauseLen) when the variable is not flipped. The resetFlops property is the same as flops, but is reset to zero whenever the variable is selected (excluding when it is flipped as a promising variable). Finally, the relFlips, relFlops and relNormFlops properties are all normalized analogously to relMake.
Experimental Setup
For our experiments we used nine benchmark sets: six random uniform k-SAT sets, one random industrial-like set and two sets of SAT-encoded software verification problems.
For the random instances, we generated two sets each for k = 3, 5, 7; one set for smaller instances at the solubility phase transition and one set of larger, slightly underconstrained instances. For the phase transition sets, we used clauses/variables ratios of 4.26, 21.11 and 87.79 for 3-, 5-, and 7-SAT, respectively, as specified by Mertens et al. [12] . For the underconstrained sets, we chose ratios of 4.2, 20 and 85, as previously used in the SAT competition. To select the instance size n for these sets, we took into consideration both the sizes used in the competition and the time required to solve instances. We selected n = 1 000 (1k) and 10 000 (10k) for 3-SAT, 100 and 500 for 5-SAT, and 60 and 90 for 7-SAT. For each set, we generated instances with the 2009 SAT competition generator and removed instances that were not solved by TNM within 10 000 seconds; we randomly selected 250 instances for training and 250 for testing.
The CBMC and SWV software verification instance sets have been previously studied in the literature [10, 8, 18] . While PICOSAT [4] can solve any of the instances in these sets in less than two seconds, they are known to be challenging for SLS-based solvers; in fact, about 50% of the instances in SWV cannot be solved consistently by any SLS-based SAT solver we are aware of.
Finally, we used the double power-law generator provided by Ansótegui et al. to generate a set of random industrial-like instances we dub IL50k; we chose this generator since it produces variable length clauses that have properties similar to industrial problems [1] . Our set contains satisfiable instances with the same characteristics as the instances used by Ansótegui et ++ ), for which we used the parameterless competition versions (see the competition booklet for details). We also selected the UBCSAT [17] implementation of SPARROW [3] ; it behaves exactly like the original implementation, but is more efficient and exposes additional parameters. The final two solvers are the highly parametric VE-SAMPLER [18] and SATENSTEIN-LS [10] solvers. For VE-SAMPLER, we used the three native (i.e., non-interpreted) implementations configured for CBMC, SWV and random 3-SAT instances at the phase transition (R3SAT in [10] ). We chose not to reconfigure the interpreted version of VE-SAMPLER on our new sets, which would require developing native implementations for a fair comparison.
We used the FOCUSEDILS 2.3.5 variant of the PARAMILS framework to configure SPARROW, SATENSTEIN-LS and CAPTAIN JACK on each of the nine sets. In each of the configuration experiments for SPARROW and SATENSTEIN-LS, we performed 24 independent PARAMILS runs of at least 7 CPU days each, from which we selected the one with the best performance on the respective training set. For CAPTAIN JACK, we used a training protocol comprising three sequential stages, designed to deal with successively harder instances and larger fractions of the given training set. These three Table 2 . Solver Evaluation on Test Sets. Each cell summarizes the test-set performance of the solver for 10 runs on each instance in the set with a cutoff of 600 seconds. The top row shows the penalized average runtime (PAR-10): the mean of all runs over all instances with timeouts replaced with a penalized value of 6 000 (= 10 · 600) seconds. The second row shows the mean of the median runtimes for each instance in the set, where if any instances has a median at the cutoff time, the median is included but marked ( + ). The third row indicates the percentage of all runs completed within the timeout. The algorithms indicated ([ * ]) have been optimized by PARAMILS on each target set. Unfortunately, GNOVELTY + 2 crashed on the CBMC and SWV instances and could therefore not be evaluated on those. 3 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.07 295 stages consisted of 24 independent PARAMILS runs for one, three and three CPU days, respectively (see website for further details). The PARAMILS training was conducted on Westgrid clusters (see website for details), but otherwise all solver evaluations and times reported were performed using the EDACC framework [2] running on bwGRiD [5] (Intel two socket 4-Core Xeon E5540 CPUs 2.83 GHz, with 16GB RAM running Linux).
Results and Discussion
In Table 2 , we present the results from our evaluation of CAPTAIN JACK and several state-of-the-art algorithms on the instance sets described in Section 5. As previously mentioned, CAPTAIN JACK was designed to perform well on a wide variety of instances, and this is reflected in the results. We note that the configurations evaluated here are, for the most part, not the best that exist in the CAPTAIN JACK design space. For example, in results not reported here, but available online, we ran PARAMILS for an additional three days on each set and were able to obtain configurations that achieved modest improvements in PAR-10 (6%-9%) on 3sat10k, 5sat500 and IL50k and more significant improvement (20%) on CBMC and SWV. Furthermore, as we will discuss later in this section, we found evidence that in some cases, the best CAPTAIN JACK configuration on a given type of instances was not the one optimized for that type, which clearly indicates that PARAMILS at least in some cases produced sub-optimal configurations.
The relative performance of CAPTAIN JACK is the best on 3sat10k and IL50k, and CAPTAIN JACK is now the best known SLS solver for those sets. On the sets 5sat100, 7sat60 and 7sat90 CAPTAIN JACK performs significantly worse than SPARROW. We conjecture that this is connected to the relatively small number of variables in these instances, but further investigation is needed to explain this phenomenon.
Finally, we were quite surprised by the strong performance of SPARROW on IL50k, as results obtained for the default configuration of SPARROW were much worse. Interestingly, the configuration of SPARROW found by PARAMILS on IL50k uses no smoothing, a rare situation for high-performance SLS algorithms using clause penalties -a phenomenon that might warrant further investigation.
Next, we investigated the CAPTAIN JACK configurations found by PARAMILS for each of our instance sets (see Table 3 ). As mentioned earlier, we do not believe that these configurations are optimal, and longer runs of PARAMILS could produce rather different configurations. Nevertheless, we believe that qualitative differences between these configurations, which are based on multiple, long runs of PARAMILS, are likely meaningful.
In CAPTAIN JACK we introduced several new variable properties, and we were curious to see which role these would play in the configurations found by PARAMILS. Clearly, the age 5 property is very effective, which was surprising to us, especially since the value of 5 was selected somewhat arbitrarily; this suggests that the age k family of properties merits further study. The slight modification we introduced in sparrowScore 2 , which allows for positive non-promising variables to have a parameterized value (c s ), also appeared to be quite effective, and most configurations had a value of c s slightly greater than one. Considering that the original sparrowScore property had been developed for solving random 3-SAT, it is perhaps not surprising that sparrowScore 2 is prominently used only in the random k-SAT configurations. Conversely, our new properties scoreRatio and relScoreRatio appeared to be useful only on the software verification benchmarks, both of which had b s set to true (see Table 1 ). Our intuition was that the fair and flops-based properties would be good for diversification, but that they should be used sparingly; our results are consistent with this intuition, but further study is warranted. Overall, the diversification properties most often selected are the age variants, which is also the most prominent diversification property in the literature. It is also very clear that the flips properties are very important for instances with variable-length clauses and non-uniform variable distributions.
We were wondering whether PARAMILS would prefer a 'traditional' approach for SLS-based SAT solving with mostly greedy steps and a few diversification steps, as it did for 7sat90; however, most of the optimized configurations turned out to favour mixed steps. This supports previous evidence that exploring new and innovative The weight for each variable property (greedy and diversification properties are selected independently). All weights have been normalized to appear as percentages. Non-applicable values are shown as a dash (-), and weights with value zero are blank. The most significant properties (with a combined weight of ≥ 75%) are in bold. As an example, for 3sat10k, 94% of the (non-promising) search steps are mixed steps, and in 90% of those steps the maximum VSM is used. make and age 5 are each independently selected as the greedy and diversification property for 40% of the mixed steps. This means that for 13.5% (0.94 · 0.9 · 0.4 · 0.4) of the (non-promising) search steps the variable with the maximum value of make · age 5 is selected. methods for mixing properties in VEs is a promising area of research. We introduced clause-length-dependent behaviour in CAPTAIN JACK to see if we could observe interesting trends, e.g., we hypothesized that mixed or diversification steps could be more important for larger clause lengths, but the results are inconclusive. However, it appears that IL50k and CBMC benefit from more diversification steps than the random k-SAT sets, and -as we will observe in Table 4 -it appears that SWV does as well. For random k-SAT, the configurations for the underconstrained sets allow for more greedy steps, which is consistent with the understanding that these instances are relatively easier to search than those at the phase transition. The proportion of solely greedy steps is actually higher (12%) for 3sat10k if we consider that flat is selected as the diversification property for 10% of the mixed steps; this is an example of the kind of inter-parameter dependency that we were attempting to minimize in CAPTAIN JACK, but is impossible to eliminate completely. There is no clear preference between maximum vs distribution-based VSMs. It would be interesting re-run PARAMILS on CAPTAIN JACK with two different restricted configuration spaces that force all steps to be either a maximum or distribution-based VSM; we could then observe which VSM would achieve better performance, and study the differences between the resulting configurations. We note that CAPTAIN JACK is well suited for this kind of analysis, which we are confident will lead to an improved understanding of the performance potential inherent in various algorithm components, and of their interaction when solving various types of SAT instances.
There are a few additional parameter settings, such as the parameters c s , c r and b s in Table 1 , that are not shown in Table 3 and can be found online. One of these is the Boolean parameter to control if G 2 WSAT promising steps are taken; only the CBMC and SWV configurations do not take promising steps. This may suggest that promising steps may be more suited for randomly generated instances (including IL50k), which is consistent with the observation that AG 2 2009 ++ , which relies heavily on promising steps, is the worst performer on CBMC in Table 2 .
Another method for evaluating the differences between our configurations is to crosstest each of the configurations on each of the sets, and we present the results of these experiments in Table 4 . These results also indicate how 'specialized' each of our optimized configurations are. The most surprising result is that in several cases, the best configuration for an instance set is actually not the one optimized for the respective training set. As previously stated, this clearly indicates that PARAMILS does not always find optimal configurations within the design space of CAPTAIN JACK. The most interesting such configuration is the one obtained for IL50k, which performs very well on the SWV set. This suggests that the industrial-like instances could indeed be very useful for optimizing performance on harder industrial instances. This similarity is reinforced further as the SWV configuration is the second-best configuration (by a large margin) on the IL50k set. Finally, because the IL50k set has an average clause length of 5, we hypothesized that the 5-SAT configurations might perform well on IL50k or vice-versa, but this appears not to be the case. This further highlights the fact that the structural aspects of real verification instances captured by the industrial-like instances, albeit simplistic, are at least to some degree informative.
One final experiment we performed was to test if algorithms trained on the IL50k instances would be able to solve larger instances from the same distribution. Ansótegui et al. [1] generated larger (500k) instances, and demonstrated that GNOVELTY + was unable to solve these. We generated a set of ten such instances (IL500k) that, aside from the number of variables, have the same characteristics as the IL50k set. Because Table 4 . Cross-Testing of CAPTAIN JACK configurations. Each configuration of CAPTAIN JACK was run once on each instance in each test set with a cutoff of 600 seconds. We report the ratio of the resulting PAR-10 to the PAR-10 for the targeted configuration. Configurations that outperform the targeted configuration for the set are in bold. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, we have introduced CAPTAIN JACK, a highly parametric SLS algorithm that can be automatically configured to perform well on various types of SAT instances and is currently the best known SLS algorithm for solving large random 3-SAT and 'industrial-like' instances. We designed CAPTAIN JACK in a way that would aid us in exploring which components and heuristic mechanisms give rise to strong performance on different types of SAT instances and made several interesting observations in this respect. We also introduced several new variable properties and provided evidence these can be very effective; in particular, our results suggest that the family of age k properties merits further investigation. Finally, we provided preliminary evidence that training on smaller industrial-like instances may be a viable approach to improving SLS algorithm performance on larger industrial problems. Our results reported here provided further evidence that mixed VEs can be very effective; while CAPTAIN JACK, SPARROW and VE-SAMPLER combine only two variable properties, we believe that it may be interesting to investigate more complex combinations. We also see potential in developing an adaptive CAPTAIN JACK that adjusts its balance between diversification and intensification throughout the search and incorporates a mixed VE that combines property values accordingly. Ultimately, we hope that CAPTAIN JACK will provide further insight into SLS algorithm development, and that algorithm developers will be able to gain insight and inspiration from examining CAPTAIN JACK configurations that are effective for solving particular instance sets. We believe that such work will lead to new and specialized lightweight algorithms, similar to SPARROW, that improve the state-of-the-art for solving SAT.
